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Abstract: Relying on innovation to drive green energy efficiency improvement has emerged as the 

key to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) under the pressure of the global eco-

nomic downturn and carbon emission reduction targets. Using the multi-period difference-in-dif-

ference (DID) method and panel data of the 282 cities between 2004 and 2019, this study evaluates 

and examines the effects, channels, and heterogeneity of the impact of the national innovative city 

pilot policy (NICPP) on the green total factor energy efficiency (GTFEE). The results are as follows: 

(1) the baseline regression results show that the NICPP has a positive impact on GTFEE, and the 

conclusions are still valid after robustness tests and instrumental variables approach to solve en-

dogeneity problems; (2) channel tests show that the NICPP can enhance GTFEE through three chan-

nels: industrial structure transformation, green technology innovation, and resource allocation im-

provement; (3) heterogeneity analysis shows that the NICPP is more effective in improving GTFEE 

in cities with rich science and education resources, newer industrial bases, and higher initial indus-

trial concentration. This study offers encouraging empirical support and policy implications for em-

ploying innovative city policies to improve GTFEE, cities should adapt to local conditions to en-

courage sustainable development-oriented innovation, industrial clustering, and optimize the mar-

ket-based allocation of energy. 

Keywords: innovative cities; green total factor energy efficiency; difference-in-differences; green 

technology innovation 

 

1. Introduction 

Under the uncertainty of the COVID-19 pandemic, the global economic slump, and 

the world’s frequent local conflicts, high-quality economic and social development is con-

fronted with the critical issues and dual difficulties of climate change and energy trans-

formation [1]. According to BP’s Statistical Review of World Energy 2022, global primary 

energy consumption rebounded sharply in 2021, global carbon emissions have also in-

creased by 5.7%, the promise of net zero carbon emissions has yet to be fully translated 

into real progress (https://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/energy-economics/statisti-

cal-review-of-world-energy.html, accessed on 27 September 2022), and sustainable devel-

opment process continues to slow down. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) de-

signed by United Nations, set the goals that world development must balance social, eco-

nomic, and environmental sustainability by 2030 (https://www.undp.org/sustainable-de-

velopment-goals, accessed on 27 September 2022). To be specific, Goal 7 of affordable and 

clean energy and Goal 11 of sustainable cities and communities state that reducing the 

carbon intensity of energy is a key to achieving long-term climate goals, and Goal 9 of 

industry, innovation, and infrastructure and Goal 12 of responsible consumption and pro-

duction state that cities should promote innovation and infrastructure to strengthen the 

capacity of cities to cope with climate change, and promote the efficient use of resources 
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and energy [2]. Therefore, cities should undertake the critical responsibility for ensuring 

the sustainable development of national economies, promoting the clean and efficient use 

of energy, and achieving the goal of carbon peak and carbon neutrality ultimately [3,4]. 

Worldwide, a new round of global technological revolution and industrial change is 

emerging, driven by new energy and intelligence and other technological advances and 

rapidly declining costs; the model of economic growth that relies solely on material con-

sumption, factor inputs and low-cost comparative advantage is no longer sustainable, and 

resource shortages and ecological deficits have become a major obstacle to economic and 

social development today. Under the serious resource and carbon emission constraints, 

insistence on being innovation driven, taking innovation as the first driving force to lead 

the development and enhancing the innovation capability and green utilization efficiency 

of energy has become an important part of sustainable development [5]. Cities can de-

velop their economies over time in a sustainable manner, and they can lead and help 

shape the future of countries worldwide despite severe resource constraints and the de-

mands of low-carbon development. To maintain their competitive advantage and sustain 

their growth into the future, cities around the world, in both developed and developing 

countries, have developed innovative urban development strategies. Since Shenzhen was 

approved as the first batch of innovative pilot cities in 2008 (http://www.gov.cn/jrzg/2008-

06/24/content_1026347.htm, accessed on 13 May 2022), the Chinese government has made 

efforts to implement the national innovative city pilot policy (NICPP) to promote the 

transformation of urban economic development from being traditionally factor driven to 

innovation driven, improve independent innovation capability and stimulate endogenous 

growth momentum [6,7]. The pilot cities might rely on its science and technology innova-

tion advantage, which is obtained from the innovation-driven policies, to crack the re-

source utilization problem [8]; they could also benefit from the policy so that they have a 

more rational industrial structure and equitable market environment, improving the sus-

tainable development of energy indirectly [9]. 

Since its reform and opening up, an important experience of China’s rapid and stable 

economic development has been the “Chinese style decentralized” economic system and 

the active use of economic policies [10]. In addition, local governments follow the guid-

ance of the central government to introduce economic policies that promote economic 

growth and achieve economic development through the incentive model of “promotion 

tournaments” [11]. However, behind the rapid economic development, local governments 

often pursue only the growth of economic volume, ignoring the accompanying energy 

and environmental problems of high pollution, high energy consumption, and inefficient 

development [12]. Given this, this paper uses panel data of 282 Chinese cities from 2004 

to 2019 and employs a multi-period difference-in-differences method to focus on answer-

ing the following questions: First, can the innovative city pilot policy, as an economic pol-

icy issued by the central government and independently explored and implemented by 

local subjects, achieve green total factor energy efficiency improvement in cities? Second, 

if the NICPP has a promotion effect on GTFEE, what are the transmission channels? Third, 

does each city’s innovation base, industrial base, and industrial development base have a 

heterogeneous influence on the policy effect of GTFEE enhancement? The solution to the 

above questions is related to how to further implement the pilot policy of innovative cities 

and how to use policy tools to enhance the green total factor energy efficiency, which has 

important research value for achieving energy saving and green development. Therefore, 

this study tries to fully explore the relationship between innovation-driven policy and the 

sustainable development of energy efficiency by taking China’s national innovative city 

pilot policy and green total factor energy efficiency as an example. Moreover, this study 

seeks to offer important implications for achieving the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) adopted by the United Nations. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 is a literature review, 

Section 3 is the policy background and theoretical hypotheses, Section 4 is the model con-

struction and variable selection, Section 5 is the empirical analysis, Section 6 is the 
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channels testing and further discussion, Section 7 is the main conclusions and policy rec-

ommendations, and Section 8 is the future research proposals. 

2. Literature Review 

The improvement of energy use efficiency is an important tool to address the issues 

of economic development and environmental governance. In studies related to energy 

efficiency, previous works in the literature often used the GDP output per unit of energy 

consumed in the production process to measure the energy efficiency of a sector or the 

whole economy [13,14]. However, this approach relies on a single input, ignoring other 

important inputs, such as capital and labor, and the measurement is too simple to accu-

rately assess true energy efficiency. Some researchers proposed the concept of total factor 

energy efficiency, arguing that in addition to capital and labor, energy consumption 

should also be considered as an input, which fully considers the mutual substitution effect 

between multiple input factors and overcomes the drawback of considering only one kind 

of output and input for single factor energy efficiency [15]. However, the traditional total 

factor energy efficiency does not include non-desired outputs and does not consider pol-

lutants in the model. Researchers have gradually included environmental pollution fac-

tors into the model, which is called green total factor energy efficiency [16]. Many scholars 

tested that energy efficiency without considering non-desired outputs significantly over-

estimates GTFEE considering both desired and non-desired outputs [17–19], so there is a 

strong need to use the GTFEE to measure the energy efficiency of the region. 

How to improve urban energy efficiency, especially GTFEE, is currently a hot topic 

of great interest to academia, politics, and business, and there are extensive works in the 

literature on what factors affect and how to influence GTFEE [20–22]. A part of the litera-

ture examines the causal effects of industrial structure, resource allocation, and other fac-

tors on GTFEE from the city- and industry-level factors and explores the channels and 

mechanisms of influence [21–30]. In terms of industrial structure transformation and tech-

nological innovation, some researchers using the spatial econometric model, concluded 

that positive industrial structure adjustment can significantly contribute to the improve-

ment of GTFEE [29,30]. Internet development indirectly improves GTFEE by reducing the 

degree of resource mismatch, enhancing regional innovation capacity, and promoting in-

dustrial structure upgrading; other researchers argued that information and communica-

tion technology (ICT) development has a positive contribution to GTFEE through the tech-

nological innovation effect and industrial structure effect, and the positive effect of re-

source mismatch on both has a non-linear threshold effect [21]. From the perspective of 

environmental regulation, Wang and Yuan (2018) [27] using industry-level data, argued 

that the impact of environmental regulation on GTFEE in industrial industries has a sig-

nificant inhibitory effect in the short run and heterogeneity in the long run. Hao et al. 

(2022) [25] argued that environmental regulation enhances the differential impact of ICT 

development on GTFEE generally, while there is a non-linear relationship between differ-

ent environmental regulation intensities. In terms of resource misallocation, Hao et al. 

(2020) [24] used spatial measures and threshold models to empirically conclude that local 

corruption exacerbates the inhibitory effect of labor resource mismatch on GTFEE. Guo 

and Liu (2022) [23] argued that the impact of energy price fragmentation on green total 

factor energy efficiency shows an inverted U-shaped curve, while at this stage, reducing 

the market fragmentation of energy prices in China is beneficial for green total factor en-

ergy efficiency. In micro-level studies, cross-regional investment significantly improves 

the GTFEE of territorial firms through the mediating effect of technological innovation 

[28], while price distortion significantly reduces the energy efficiency of firms [26]. 

Another series of literature explores the impact of various regional policies on GTFEE 

and their channels of action from a policy evaluation perspective [22,31–36]. Among the 

foreign opening policies, Jiang et al. (2021) [31] used the synthetic control method (SCM) 

to study the impact of free trade zone policies on GTFEE, arguing that the main driver is 

technological progress. Among environmental regulation-type policies, a large number of 
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studies have shown that environmental regulation can promote GTFEE [32]: Shi and Li 

(2020) [33] argued that the intensity of green innovation significantly increased the contri-

bution of the emissions trading system to the improvement of GTFEE; Chen et al. (2021) 

[34] found that the carbon emissions trading scheme improved energy efficiency by pro-

moting the technological innovation of enterprises, and the level of marketization en-

hanced the enhancement effect of this policy on GTFEE; Hong et al. (2022) [22] examined 

the impact of environmental regulation on GTFEE at the theoretical level by constructing 

a general equilibrium model and empirically tested that the carbon emissions trading 

scheme significantly improved urban GTFEE through green innovation and resource al-

location channels; Dong et al. (2022) [35], using the synthetic control method, analyzed 

that smart city policy (SCP) promotes innovation by increasing the level of intelligence 

(including information technology, human capital, and technology), thus increasing ur-

ban ETFEE, and that public participation and market conditions play a positive moderat-

ing role; and Cao et al., (2021) [36] concluded that National E-commerce Demonstration 

Cities affect urban GTFEE through the industrial structure upgrading effect, non-produc-

tive cost reduction effect, and green innovation incentive effect. 

In the policy evaluation of the NICPP, a typical innovation policy, many studies have 

focused on the impact of the policy on environmental, energy, and innovation factors 

[10,37,38]. The most similar studies to this paper focused on the impact of NICPP on en-

ergy efficiency, energy productivity, and eco-efficiency: Li et al. (2021) [39] used the SBM-

DEA method to measure ecological efficiency and concluded that NICPP can positively 

affect urban eco-efficiency through technological innovation, industrial restructuring, and 

direct government intervention effects; Yu et al. (2022) [6], using the stochastic frontier 

analysis (SFA) method to construct an energy productivity index, concluded that NICPP 

can improve energy productivity by enhancing innovation quality, R&D expenditure, and 

innovation behavior; and Yang et al. (2022) [9] conducted a study using single-factor en-

ergy efficiency and concluded that NICPP improves energy efficiency directly or indi-

rectly by establishing evaluation indicators, optimizing industrial structure, and promot-

ing the level of urban innovation, but did not consider the inclusion of non-desired out-

puts, which would result in a large deviation from the reality. 

After combing through a large amount of literature, we found that most of the exist-

ing studies focus on the policy effects of the industrial structure, resource allocation, and 

other factors as well as environmental regulation policies on GTFEE, and the research on 

the policy effects of NICPP mainly focuses on innovation, environment, industrial struc-

ture, etc. However, the existing literature still suffers from several deficiencies, and this 

study contributes to the literature on the following three grounds. First, the existing liter-

ature has not considered the impact of innovation-driven policies on the greening of en-

ergy efficiency; this study uses indicators of green total factor energy efficiency measured 

by the DEA method that includes environmental pollution to assess for the policy effects 

of NICPP on GTFEE enhancement, which provides a reliable and realistic basis for inno-

vation and energy efficiency enhancement in a wide range of developing countries. Sec-

ond, there is no unified research framework for the impact of innovation-driven policies 

on energy efficiency. The impact mechanism of NICPP on GTFEE in this study is explored 

from three channels—industrial structure transformation, green technology innovation, 

and resource allocation improvement—to gain insight into how innovation policies affect 

green development and to complement the research in the field of innovation and energy. 

Third, existing studies on the heterogeneity of innovative cities are vague. Unlike the tra-

ditional governmental mandatory policies, the NICPP, a non-mandatory central govern-

mental cooperation policy, gives each local government more freedom in policy imple-

mentation, so it is still necessary to consider the heterogeneous effects of different types 

of cities, especially in terms of scientific and educational resources, industrial foundation, 

and industrial agglomeration, when examining the policy effects. 
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3. Policy Background and Theoretical Hypothesis 

3.1. Policy Background 

Innovation is the first impetus and key pillar for constructing a modern economic 

system, and it is also the primary driving force of government and social progress. [6,37]. 

An innovative city regards scientific and technological advancement as the primary en-

gine of economic and social progress, with abundant innovation resources and a dynamic 

innovation environment. As innovative cities are built, cities will gradually master an 

abundance of innovation resources, lively innovation subjects, effective innovation ser-

vices, and government governance, as well as a favorable atmosphere for creativity and 

innovation [9,37,38]. 

To ensure the smooth implementation of the national innovative city pilot policy and 

accelerate innovation-driven development, the National Development and Reform Com-

mission (NDRC) approved Shenzhen as the first innovative pilot city in 2008. A typical 

progressive procedure pattern of the interaction between central and local governments, 

China’s execution of its national innovative city program approximately followed a pro-

gression from small-scale pilot to large-scale implementation. On January 6, 2010, 16 cities, 

including Beijing, were designated as pilot cities by NDRC. In October of the same year, 

the Ministry of Science and Technology approved 20 cities (districts) as pilot cities (dis-

tricts). Since then, the pilot scope has been expanded one after another, with 5, 2, and 10 

cities being approved as pilot cities in 2011, 2012, and 2013 respectively, and 17 more cities 

were approved to build national innovation cities in April 2018. As of August 2022, there 

were 103 innovative pilot cities in China (http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/zhengceku/2022-

01/09/content_5667250.htm, access on 1 May 2022), and their spatial distribution is shown 

in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The spatial distribution of pilot cities and non-pilot cities up to August 2022. 

It can be noted that the formation of innovative pilot cities is mostly located in the 

eastern coastal areas and regions with strong economic development levels in the central 

and western regions, with the majority of them being provincial capital cities and sub-

provincial cities. These cities have higher administrative levels, a superior economic base, 

comparatively strong strength, abundant innovation resources, innovation potential, and 

an innovative environment for executing innovation policies when compared to other un-

approved pilot cities. The factors listed above play an important supporting and leading 

role in the development of an innovative country. 

Unlike the mandatory regulatory policies, the NICPP sets up several assessment in-

dicators for each pilot city by establishing an innovation index system to guide the 
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construction direction and target tasks, which is a major project of independent innova-

tion to coordinate economic, scientific and technological, and educational development to 

implement the construction of the innovative cities [9]. The NICPP requires systematically 

promoting urban innovation, industrial innovation, and enterprise innovation to realize 

development mode transformation and promote healthy economic development. 

Since the implementation of the NICPP, the central government has mainly issued, 

for example, the Guidance on Further Promoting the Pilot Work of Innovative Cities re-

leased in 2010 and the Guidelines for Building Innovative Cities released in 2016, as well 

as the monitoring and evaluation indexes for the construction of innovative cities to reg-

ularly monitor and evaluate the construction process. At the same time, the local govern-

ments of the pilot cities have also continued to issue many construction plans, such as the 

Shenzhen National Innovative City Master Plan (2008–2015) released in 2008 and the Nan-

jing Action Plan for Accelerating the Construction of Leading National Innovative Cities 

released in 2022, which have formed a new mechanism of coordinated regional develop-

ment with the central and local linkage of innovation policies and realized a virtuous cycle 

of promoting urban innovation development. 

3.2. Theoretical Analysis and Research Hypotheses 

The measurement of green total factor energy efficiency (GTFEE) includes factor in-

puts, such as capital and labor, desired outputs of economic efficiency, and non-desired 

outputs, such as pollution, so the improvement of GTFEE includes the improvement of 

desired outputs and the reduction of non-desired outputs under the condition of constant 

input factors. With the rapid expansion of urban scale, the huge demand for energy and 

the consequent environmental pressure is increasing, and reconciling economic growth, 

energy efficiency and environmental pollution has become the key to high-quality eco-

nomic growth and sustainable development. As an economic policy to promote the high-

quality development of industry, environment, and energy by enhancing the innovation 

ability of cities and local enterprises, in the pilot policy of innovative cities, as proposed 

in the 2016 Guidelines for Building Innovative Cities (https://most.gov.cn/xxgk/xinxifen-

lei/fdzdgknr/fgzc/gfxwj/gfxwj2016/201612/t20161213_129574.html, accessed on 1 May 

2022), one of its key tasks is to rely on scientific and technological innovation to crack the 

problem of green development, accelerate the construction of a resource-saving and envi-

ronment-friendly society and set clear energy efficiency targets; the comprehensive en-

ergy consumption per unit of GDP and carbon emission intensity per unit of GDP will be 

used as assessment indicators. Therefore, Hypothesis 1 is proposed as follows. 

Hypothesis 1: The implementation of the national innovative city pilot policy can improve green 

total factor energy efficiency. 

The national innovative city pilot policy may affect the energy efficiency of cities 

through various influence channels. First is the industrial structure transformation. In the 

guiding document “Building Innovative Cities Indicator System” 

(https://most.gov.cn/xxgk/xinxifen-

lei/fdzdgknr/fgzc/gfxwj/gfxwj2016/201612/W020161213625137030814.pdf, accessed on 1 

May 2022) issued by the Chinese government, the requirements of innovation indicators 

are clearly defined, such as the proportion of the gross business income of national and 

provincial high-tech industrial development zones to regional GDP, and the proportion 

of the added value of knowledge-intensive service industries to regional GDP. The pilot 

cities can only pass the acceptance assessment if they complete the relevant index assess-

ment before the end of the construction period. Therefore, the index assessment will 

prompt the pilot cities to pay more attention to the development of high-tech industries, 

which is conducive to the optimization of the industrial structure. Innovative cities have 

strong independent innovation capability, which can effectively support the upgrading of 

traditional industries and lead the development of strategic emerging industries. Take 

Hangzhou as an example; in the master plan of the innovative city, it is pointed out that 
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strategic emerging industries are vigorously developed, traditional advantageous indus-

tries are upgraded and transformed, and clear targets of output value and scale are put 

forward for the transformation and upgrading of each industry to promote industrial 

transformation and innovation development. At the same time, a large amount of litera-

ture shows that when the industrial structure of a region is shifted from industries with 

low energy utilization to industries with higher energy utilization, the energy efficiency 

of the region is also greatly enhanced [40], and the industrial structure characteristics de-

termine to some extent the industrial distribution pattern of energy consumption and pol-

lution emissions. That is, the energy consumption and pollution emissions of modern ser-

vice industries, such as those that are knowledge-intensive, are significantly lower than 

those of capital-intensive and energy-intensive industries [36]. Therefore, it can be argued 

that the NICPP promotes the optimization and upgrading of the industrial structure by 

supporting the development of service industries and replacing high-energy-consuming 

and high-pollution-emitting industries, thus promoting the growth of GTFEE in pilot cit-

ies. 

Second is green technology innovation. Relying on scientific and technological inno-

vation to crack the green development problem is one of the pilot policy implementation 

goals of innovative cities. In Foshan City, for example, it is proposed in the implementa-

tion plan of building a national innovative city to focus on the demonstration of green 

environmental technology innovation, such as urban ecological restoration, industrial 

pollution prevention and control, and research on energy-based comprehensive utiliza-

tion technology systems and major equipment. At the same time, the Chinese government 

has also clearly stated in the Carbon Neutral Work Views 

(http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/2021-10/24/content_5644613.htm, accessed on 13 May 2022) 

that it is necessary to “strengthen major green and low-carbon science and technology 

research and application, and significantly improve energy use efficiency”. Green inno-

vation has been an important means to alleviate the contradiction between rapid economic 

growth and severe environmental pollution [41], and under resource and environmental 

constraints, various government policies also tend to promote green innovation rather 

than traditional technological innovation to increase energy productivity while improv-

ing enterprise productivity [42] and reducing pollution emissions [43]. Innovative city pi-

lot policies reduce energy consumption and environmental pollution per unit of product 

generated by encouraging firms to increase their share of green innovation [36]. A large 

number of studies at the micro-firm and city levels have also shown that firms with higher 

innovation activity are more willing to adopt existing energy-efficient technologies and 

improve GTFEE through process innovation [8]. Therefore, it can be assumed that the 

NICPP promotes the growth of GTFEE in pilot cities by improving the green technology 

innovation system of modern industries with enterprises as the main body and combining 

industry–university–research, thus promoting the green innovation level enhancement 

channel through enterprises. 

Third is resource allocation improvement. Resource mismatch refers to the difference 

in the value of the marginal output of different industries and enterprises, which deviates 

from the state of “efficient allocation”, and this distortion of factor allocation will bring 

about efficiency loss [44]. One of the objectives of the pilot policy of innovative cities is to 

cultivate a fair and orderly market environment, play a decisive role in the market alloca-

tion of innovation resources, build a market-oriented mechanism for technological inno-

vation, and improve innovation services. For example, in the innovative city construction 

2025 plan, Chengdu city proposes to “broaden the channels and fields of international 

cooperation, and enhance the ability to effectively allocate and utilize global innovation 

resources” and “take independent innovation as the leading role, and gather and allocate 

innovation resources in the regional, national and even global competitive system “, i.e., 

using innovative policies to enhance the ability to allocate resources. In addition, the Chi-

nese government proposed in the 14th Five-Year Plan for Modern Energy Systems to “in-

tegrate and optimize the allocation of scientific and technological resources” to promote 
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the improvement of energy utilization efficiency and the reduction of economic costs. 

Therefore, it can be assumed that the NICPP can significantly improve GTFEE by improv-

ing the degree of resource mismatch and achieving a greening of the environment and 

energy use. At the same time, information imperfections and transaction cost problems 

may make rational producers tend to purchase and produce highly polluting and energy-

consuming intermediate and final goods, thus reducing GTFEE [45]. A large number of 

studies have shown that negative marketization factors, such as factor price distortion, 

government corruption, and market segmentation, can negatively affect GTFEE [23,24,46]. 

Therefore, based on the above analysis, Hypothesis 2 is proposed as follows. 

Hypothesis 2: The implementation of the national innovative city pilot policy can improve green 

total factor energy efficiency through three intermediary channels: industrial structure transfor-

mation, green technology innovation, and resource allocation improvement. 

In addition, innovative cities inevitably have heterogeneous policy effects on differ-

ent types of cities during the piloting process [37]. First, from the perspective of heteroge-

neity of science and education resources, the main body of innovative cities is human cap-

ital, which, according to the endogenous economic growth theory, is an important source 

of technological progress in a country [47] and is an important guarantee for promoting 

the optimal allocation and efficient use of innovation resources and building innovative 

cities. At the micro-level, there is ample evidence that well-educated family members have 

higher ecological and energy awareness [48]; at the macro level, the improvement and 

optimization of science and education have a significant positive effect on improving the 

energy science, technology, and industrial innovation system [25]. Second, from the per-

spective of industrial base heterogeneity, regions with traditional industries as the main 

development model may suffer from the “resource curse” [49], such as sloppy develop-

ment, backward infrastructure, and serious environmental pollution. In contrast to the 

emerging cities, the single resource-based industry has crowded out the development of 

final product industries and high-tech industries with high technological content and 

added value, so there may be a time-lag effect on the energy efficiency improvement 

brought by the innovation policy in the short term. At the same time, the heterogeneity of 

cities in terms of initial industrial agglomeration needs to be taken into account, as there 

are significant differences in the dominant industries among pilot cities, and the innova-

tive city policy will have heterogeneous policy effects on each city. Numerous studies 

have shown that industrial agglomeration is beneficial to mitigate environmental pollu-

tion [22,34,37]. The agglomeration of enterprises generates economic scale effects and 

technological spillover effects among enterprises, which are conducive to the diffusion 

and use of industrial clean technologies and advanced energy technologies [50], so the 

industrial agglomeration in the region is conducive to the recycling of resources, and thus 

it can be argued that the pilot policy of innovative cities has a more pronounced effect on 

the enhancement of GTFEE in cities with high industrial agglomeration. Based on the 

above analysis, Hypothesis 3 is proposed in this paper as follows. 

Hypothesis 3: The improvement effect of the national innovative city pilot policy on GTFEE is 

heterogeneous in three types of cities: scientific and educational resources, industrial base, and in-

dustrial agglomeration. 

Therefore, the channels and heterogeneity between NICPP and GTFEE above can be 

explained by the following diagram (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Channels and mechanism diagram. 

4. Model Development and Variable Description 

4.1. Models and Data 

This study primarily examined whether and how effectively the NICPP has im-

proved cities’ GTFEE in China. The difference-in-differences (DID) method is favored by 

scholars for its simplicity and the advantage of avoiding endogeneity in the assessment of 

the economic effects of policy implementation. The traditional DID model assumes that 

all individuals in the experimental group have the same point in time when they start to 

be affected by the policy [51], but when the policy implementation nodes are inconsistent, 

a multi-period DID model should be used [52]. 

Since the NICPP was implemented intensively during the sample period, it can be 

considered a great “quasi-natural experiment”; therefore, a multi-period DID model is 

chosen for the baseline regression part of this paper to accurately assess the impact of 

policy implementation on the GTFEE of the city. In this paper, the first-level difference is 

the city level and the second-level difference is the year level, so we choose a multi-period 

DID model to accurately assess the impact of policy implementation on green total factor 

energy efficiency in cities [6]. To test the effect of the NICPP on GTFEE, the following two-

way fixed-effect model of cities and years was built using the DID methodology for the 

baseline regression: 

𝑙𝑛𝐺𝑇𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝜑𝑖 + 𝜇𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑡 (1) 

where 𝑖, 𝑡 represent city and time, respectively; the explanatory variable 𝑙𝑛𝐺𝑇𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑡 is a 

measure of the green total factor energy efficiency indicator for city i in year t; 𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡 rep-

resents a dummy variable for whether city i is an innovative pilot city in year t, where if 

the city in the year i is approved as a pilot, it equals 1; otherwise, it equals 0.; 𝑋𝑖𝑡 is a 

control variable for city characteristics, as set out in 4.4; 𝜑𝑖 and 𝜇𝑡 represent city and year 

fixed effects, respectively; and 휀𝑖𝑡 is a random disturbance term. In this study, Equation 

(1) is taken as the baseline model to test whether the impact of the NICPP on GTFEE is 

consistent with Hypothesis 1. 

The empirical strategy of this paper is as follows. Firstly, a baseline regression of the 

causal relationship between NICPP and GTFEE is conducted using a multi-period DID 

model [52]. Secondly, an event study approach is used to ensure the validity of the DID 

model [52,53]. Next, as a further test of the validity of the DID estimates, we provide a 

series of robustness analyses, including a placebo test for the random assignment of 

NICPP. We match each treatment group sample to a specific control group sample, which 
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+
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makes the quasi-natural experiment approximately random with the PSM-DID method. 

We replace the explanatory variables with the energy efficiency measured by other meth-

ods, adding other control variables, a counterfactual test for advancing the policy imple-

mentation node, excluding other relevant policy interventions in the same period, and a 

city-specific sample of the DDD approach [22,33,36,54,55]. Finally, endogeneity test re-

gressions are performed using historical-city and Confucian culture as instrumental vari-

ables to overcome the influence of endogenous factors as much as possible [56,57]. Details 

are shown in Section 5. 

4.2. Explained Variables (GTFEE) 

The core explanatory variable in this paper is green total factor energy efficiency 

(GTFEE). Among the studies related to the measurement of green total factor energy effi-

ciency, the literature closely related to this paper is the measurement of GTFEE using the 

data envelopment analysis (DEA) method, which does not require the setting of specific 

functional forms and thus can avoid the structural bias caused by traditional accounting 

methods and SFA methods due to misset production functions. It is most widely used in 

efficiency evaluation [21,29,33]. 

Given this, the non-parametric hybrid radial super-efficient EBM model (super-epsi-

lon-based measure model) based on non-desired output combined with the global 

Malmquist–Luenberger index is chosen in this paper, which is more in line with the actual 

production conditions and is also widely used for the measurement of eco-efficiency and 

energy efficiency. The selected measurement indexes are shown in Table 1. As shown, the 

labor force (L), capital (K), and energy consumption (energy) are selected as inputs, the 

gross regional product of city (GDP) as the desired output, and industrial sulfur dioxide 

emissions, industrial wastewater, and industrial smoke and dust emissions as undesired 

outputs for measurement. Among them, GDP data are calculated in real prices with 2004 

as the base period. The perpetual inventory method of Hu and Kao (2007) [58] is used to 

calculate the capital stock, which is calculated by 𝐾𝑡 = 𝐼𝑡 + (1 − 𝛿)𝐾𝑡−1 and the deprecia-

tion rate is taken as 𝛿 = 10.96% [59]. Since official energy consumption data are only re-

leased at the provincial level, and satellite lighting data have been widely used to measure 

economic activities in recent years, this paper adopts a linear model without intercept to 

decompose provincial energy data into prefecture-level cities by lighting data values [33]. 

The underlying logic of this approach is that higher nighttime light levels in cities indicate 

more nighttime economic activity and energy consumption [60]. 

Table 1. Selection of Super-EBM measurement indicators. 

Category Meaning Indicators 

Inputs 

Labor force 
Number of employees in urban units at 

the end of the period 

Capital 
Fixed asset investment adjusted for capi-

tal stock 

Energy consumption Total city energy consumption 

Expected output Regional GDP Deflated regional GDP 

Undesired outputs Industrial waste 

Industrial smoke and dust emissions 

Industrial sulfur dioxide emissions 

Industrial wastewater discharge 

Figure 3 shows the trend of the mean GTFEE values of pilot cities and non-pilot cities 

calculated using the EBM-DEA method. The mean values of both types of cities fluctuate 

and increase from year to year, and the mean GTFEE values of innovative pilot cities are 

higher than those of non-pilot cities. Therefore, whether the NICPP has brought about an 

improvement in urban energy efficiency needs to be determined by a more precise 

method (Figure 4). For the spatial and temporal distribution of total factor energy 
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efficiency in the sample cities in 2005 and 2019, it can be seen that China has a general 

upward trend in GTFEE during the 15 years and China’s energy transition is more suc-

cessful. 

 

Figure 3. Change in average GTFEE in pilot and non-pilot cities. Data source: author’s calculations. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Spatial and temporal distribution of GTFEE in the sample cities in (a) 2005 and (b) 2019. 

4.3. Core Explanatory Variables 

The core explanatory variable in this paper is the dummy variable for the pilot policy 

of innovative cities 𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡 , which is set to 1 in the year that the city becomes an innovative 

pilot city and in subsequent years, and 0 if the city is not an innovative pilot city or has 

not yet become a pilot city in that year. The list of cities in the treatment group is shown 

in Table 2. The list of cities in the treatment group is shown below. 
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Table 2. Sample of NICPP treatment groups. Note: The three pilot cities of Lhasa, Shihezi and 

Changji were excluded due to limited data availability. 

Year Quantity City 

2008 1 Shenzhen 

2010 43 

Dalian, Qingdao, Xiamen, Shenyang, Xi’an, Guangzhou, Chengdu, Nanjing, Hangzhou, Jinan, 

Hefei, Zhengzhou, Changsha, Suzhou, Wuxi, Yantai, Beijing (Haidian District), Tianjin (Binhai 

New Area), Chongqing (Shapingba District), Shanghai (Yangpu District), Tangshan, Baotou, 

Harbin, Ningbo, Jiaxing, Luoyang, Wuhan Lanzhou, Guiyang, Nanning, Yinchuan, Xining, 

Kunming, Shijiazhuang, Taiyuan, Changzhou, Fuzhou, Nanchang, Haikou, Baoji, Jingdezhen 

2011 5 Lianyungang, Zhenjiang, Qinhuangdao, Changchun, Hohhot 

2012 2 Urumqi, Nantong 

2013 10 
Yichang, Yangzhou, Taizhou, Yancheng, Huzhou, Pingxiang, Jining, Nanyang, Xiangyang, 

Zunyi 

2018 17 
Jilin, Xuzhou, Shaoxing, Jinhua, Maanshan, Wuhu, Quanzhou, Longyan, Weifang, Dongying, 

Zhuzhou, Hengyang, Foshan, Dongguan, Yuxi, Hanzhong 

4.4. Control Variables 

Based on the previous studies [21,22,29,36,37], and combined with this study, we 

choose the following control variables as follows. 

Level of economic development (lnpgdp): Measured using real GDP per capita [32]. 

A large body of literature suggests that economic growth positively contributes to energy 

efficiency improvements through channels such as scale effects and technological pro-

gress [21]. Therefore, we introduce the economic development level to examine whether 

it satisfies the EKC hypothesis at the city level. 

Level of external openness (fdigdp): This paper uses the share of actual FDI in GDP 

for the year. FDI may have a “pollution sanctuary” effect and a “pollution halo” effect on 

the host country [61,62]. For newly industrialized countries, increased dependence on for-

eign investment may lead to increased energy consumption, but also increased energy 

efficiency through both product–technology spillovers from foreign investment liberali-

zation and “Learning By Doing”. Therefore, we introduce the external openness level to 

control the foreign investment at the city level. 

Level of infrastructure (lnroad). In this paper, we use the road area per capita to 

measure the level of urban infrastructure development. On the one hand, strengthening 

urban infrastructure construction is conducive to alleviating intra-city resource mismatch 

and improving urban productivity, thus enhancing GTFEE [63]; on the other hand, exces-

sive infrastructure construction may increase pollution emissions and have a negative im-

pact on GTFEE. In this study, we control infrastructure development to distinguish its 

impacts from the explanatory factors. 

Level of financial development (lnfin). Measured using year-end financial institution 

deposit and loan balances as a share of GDP [35]. Numerous studies have shown that the 

level of financial development can contribute to energy efficiency through a variety of 

channels. The improvement of financial markets can, to varying degrees, increase the 

amount of loanable funds for various types of enterprises, reduce the risk of corporate 

investments and loans, and give enterprises the ability to invest more capital in projects 

with high technological content and less pollution [64], ultimately achieving an increase 

in energy efficiency. Therefore, we separate financial effects from the NICPP policy effects. 

The degree of government intervention (lnfisc): This paper uses the local general 

public budget revenue for the local general public budget expenditure ratio measure [21]. 

The GTFEE of each city is closely related to government interventions, such as attracting 

investment and increasing financial support, which will promote productivity; however, 

excessive government intervention will cause inefficiency in the market and negatively 

affect the GTFEE. So, this study adds the public budget revenue and expenditure ratio to 

control variables for avoiding omitted variable bias. 
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Population density (popdensity): In this paper, population density is measured using 

population per unit area. Population density may increase energy efficiency by increasing 

economies of scale, cost savings, and technology spillovers to reduce pollution emissions 

through agglomeration effects [65]; however, as total emissions per unit area increases, 

the concentration of economic activity may also increase which can lead to scale effects, 

which can then lead to increased pollution and reduced energy efficiency [66]. Therefore, 

the effect of population density on GTFEE depends on the relative magnitude of the ag-

glomeration and scale effects. Therefore, we should control population so that it can no 

longer act as a confounder in the model. 

Science and technology expenditures (scindgdp): This paper uses a measure of soci-

ety-wide science and technology expenditure as a share of GDP [24]. Existing studies are 

controversial regarding the changes in energy efficiency brought about by S&T innova-

tion. On the one hand, S&T innovation can improve the production technology of enter-

prises and continuously increase the utilization of resources through the transformation 

of results; on the other hand, technological progress may trigger a “rebound effect” while 

promoting economic growth, leading to an increase in energy consumption [43]. In sum-

mary, the role of science and technology on GTFEE cannot be ignored. 

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics (observations, means, standard deviations, 

minimum and maximum values) for the main variables used in this paper. 

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of variables. 

Variables Definition N mean sd min max 

lngtfee Green total factor energy efficiency 4230 0.0078 0.3040 −1.6510 1.2740 

did NICPP dummy variable 4512 0.1300 0.3360 0 1 

lnpgdp Economic development 4512 0.8150 0.8170 −1.5500 3.6480 

lnfisc Government intervention 4512 −0.8770 0.5370 −3.6640 0.4330 

lnfin Financial level 4512 10.1400 0.4650 8.5420 12.6500 

lnroad Infrastructure level 4512 2.2310 0.6850 −3.9120 4.6860 

fdigdp level of opening 4512 0.0237 0.0249 0.0000 0.2930 

popdensity Popular density 4512 0.4270 0.3310 0.0006 2.6620 

scindgdp Science and technology expenditure 4512 1.3400 0.6690 0.0338 17.6500 

lngdpec Single-factor energy efficiency 4512 −0.0918 0.7880 −3.9480 2.1280 

4.5. Data Sources 

This paper selected a total of 282 cities in China from 2004 to 2019, and the original 

data of statistical variables of each city were obtained from China Statistical Yearbook, 

China Urban Statistical Yearbook, China Environmental Statistical Yearbook, statistical 

yearbooks of provinces and cities, etc. Provincial energy data were obtained from China 

Energy Statistical Yearbook, and nighttime-light data were obtained from the National 

Qinghai-Tibet Plateau Science and Technology Center (http://data.tpdc.ac.cn, accessed on 

20 May 2022) [67]. The data on green innovation of listed enterprises were obtained from 

the State Patent and Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) (http://epub.cnipa.gov.cn/, ac-

cessed on 6 June 2022), and other firm-level data were obtained from CSMAR, WIND, 

CNRDS. The raw data of industrial output value were obtained from the database of Chi-

nese industrial enterprises. 

5. Empirical Analysis 

5.1. Baseline Regression 

Based on the baseline regression Equation (1), this study uses the multi-period dif-

ference-in-differences method and the OLS estimation with fixed effects model. Table 4 

reports the specific results of the baseline regression. The results in Column (1) show that 

the estimated coefficient of the DID term is significantly positive at the significance level 
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of 1% when no control variables are included. This result verifies the correlation between 

NICPP and GTFEE. Columns (2)–(4) add control variables to Column (1) and control only 

for year fixed effects and city fixed effects, respectively, and the estimated coefficient of 

the DID term remains significantly positive at the 1% level of significance. Column (5) 

adds both year fixed effects, city fixed effects and control variables; the regression results 

are more plausible. The results show that after becoming an innovative pilot city, the city’s 

GTFEE increases by about 5.96% on average, and the GTFEE of the pilot city is higher than 

that of the non-pilot city, all other things being equal. That is, the innovative city pilot 

policy significantly contributes to the increase in urban GTFEE; in other words, the cities’ 

GTFEE increases by about 5.96% on average after becoming pilot cities, a result consistent 

with existing studies [6,9]. Thus, Hypothesis 1 was initially tested. The rest of the control 

variables are largely consistent with expectations. 

Table 4. Baseline regression results. Note: Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the city 

level; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

did 0.0645 *** 0.0749 ** 0.0458 ** 0.0473 *** 0.0596 *** 

 (0.0184) (0.0300) (0.0178) (0.0178) (0.0181) 

lnpgdp  0.1295 *** 0.2022 *** 0.2002 *** 0.2954 *** 

  (0.0284) (0.0218) (0.0192) (0.0494) 

lnfin  −0.0540 −0.0931 *** −0.0871 *** −0.1297 *** 

  (0.0417) (0.0260) (0.0239) (0.0357) 

lnroad  0.0234 −0.0124 −0.0104 −0.0081 

  (0.0206) (0.0116) (0.0111) (0.0101) 

lnfisc  0.0169 −0.1318 *** −0.1163 *** −0.0295 

  (0.0397) (0.0271) (0.0234) (0.0256) 

fdigdp  −0.6485 0.3240 0.2818 0.3600 

  (0.4791) (0.2465) (0.2366) (0.2202) 

popdens  −0.0401 0.1322 * 0.0749 0.2367 *** 

  (0.0407) (0.0777) (0.0504) (0.0604) 

scindgdp  0.0142 −0.0397 ** −0.0374 ** −0.0116 

  (0.0215) (0.0172) (0.0164) (0.0114) 

_cons −0.0011 0.4095 0.6742 *** 0.6464 *** 0.9596 ** 

 (0.0025) (0.4323) (0.2429) (0.2212) (0.3906) 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes No No Yes 

City fixed effects Yes No Yes No Yes 

Observations 4230 4230 4230 4230 4230 

R-squared 0.8119 0.2293 0.7684 0.1772 0.8349 

5.2. Parallel Trend Test 

An important prerequisite for assessing policy effects using the difference-in-differ-

ences method is that the explanatory variables need to satisfy the common trend assump-

tion between the treatment and control groups, i.e., in the absence of a policy shock, the 

trends in the outcome variables should be the same for both groups. This study draws on 

Beck et al. (2010) [52] and McGavock (2020) [53], where the baseline regressions of the DID 

method are tested for parallel trends using the event study method, i.e., the year before 

the innovation city pilot policy is used as the comparison benchmark, and the year 

dummy variables of 14 years before and 11 years after the implementation of the policy 

are constructed with the cross-product terms of the corresponding policy dummy varia-

bles, which are modeled as 
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𝑙𝑛𝐺𝑇𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼 +∑𝛽𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠

14

𝑠=2

+ 𝛽𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 +∑𝛽𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠

11

𝑠=1

+ 𝛾𝑋𝑖𝑡

+ 𝜑𝑖 + 𝜇𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑡 

(2) 

In Equation (2), 𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑒_𝑠, 𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡, and 𝐷𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝑠 represent the cross-multiplication of the 

dummy variables with the corresponding policy dummy variables for the years before, 

during, and after the launch of the innovation city pilot policy respectively, and 𝛽𝑝𝑟𝑒_𝑠, 

𝛽𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 , and 𝛽𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝑠 are the corresponding coefficients. The results are shown in Figure 5, 

with a confidence interval of 90%. There is no significant difference in the temporal trend 

of GTFEE before the cities participate in the innovation city pilot policy and none of them 

are significant, satisfying the common trend hypothesis. In addition, the subsequent re-

gressions of the dynamic test show that the pilot policy of innovative cities significantly 

improves the GTFEE of the cities from the time of the implementation of the pilot policy 

until the 9th year after its establishment, but the improvement effect is not significant from 

the 10th year. 

 

Figure 5. Parallel trend test and policy dynamic effects. 

5.3. Robustness Tests 

5.3.1. Placebo Test 

The placebo test serves to exclude pseudo-regressions caused by missing variables 

and ensure a valid assessment of policy effects. In the case of empirical analysis using DID 

data over many years, there may be problems of standard error bias caused by serial cor-

relation, which in turn leads to the over-rejection of the null hypothesis in regression tests 

[68]. All pilot cities and their policy periods were randomly sampled without repetition. 

A total of 75 cities were selected as virtual treatment groups each time (the sample of pilot 

cities in the baseline regression in this paper was 75, so 75 dummy treatment groups were 

also randomly selected for testing in the placebo test), and the corresponding random pol-

icy time points were randomly selected. The rest of the cities were used as virtual control 

groups. This process was repeated 1000 times, and the DID regression estimation coeffi-

cients of interaction between 1000 virtual treatment groups and virtual policy time were 
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obtained [36]. The test results are shown in Figure 6. As shown, the dark line is the prob-

ability density distribution of DID coefficients corresponding to the placebo test, and the 

light line is the normal distribution. It can be seen that the vertical dashed line on the right 

side indicates the DID estimated coefficients in Column (5) of the baseline regression, 

which are all located in the low-tailed position of the coefficient distribution in the re-

placement test. The mean value of DID is close to 0 and follows a normal distribution. It 

means that the NICPP has no effect on city EE and that the promotion effect of the NICPP 

on city GTFEE described in this study is not influenced by random chance [69], so the 

baseline regression results of this paper pass the placebo test. 

 

Figure 6. Empirical cumulative distribution of placebo test coefficients (1000 times Monte Carlo sim-

ulation results of randomly constructed experimental group). 

5.3.2. Propensity Score Matching Difference-in-Differences (PSM-DID) Method 

Commonly supporting the hypothesis, the original hypothesis was that there was no 

significant difference between the experimental and control group covariates. By compar-

ing the kernel density estimates of propensity scores before and after matching, we can 

see that the degree of overlap of propensity scores between the two groups is significantly 

higher after matching, which is consistent with the common trend hypothesis. A year-by-

year PSM equilibrium test was then performed to compare the logit regression results for 

different years before and after matching, and the results showed that the covariate coef-

ficient values decreased and turned insignificant in all years after matching, indicating 

that there was no systematic bias in the covariates between the two groups in different 

years [54]. 

The kernel density plots before and after PSM are shown in Figure 7. Both kernel 

density curves deviated more before matching, but the distance of the mean line was 

shortened after matching, and the two curves were closer, so to some extent, it can indicate 

that year-by-year matching is effective. Subsequently, the DID regressions were per-

formed using the weighted non-null sample, the sample satisfying the common support 

assumption and the matched frequency weighting after PSM, respectively, and the results 

are as shown in Table 5, and it can be seen that the baseline regression results remain 

robust when the selection bias problem is taken into account. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Before matching; (b) after matching. Kernel density plot before and after propensity 

score matching. 

Table 5. Full-sample PSM-DID regression results. Note: Standard errors in parentheses are clustered 

at the city level; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 

 (1) (2) (3) 

 PSM-DID 

 
Weights Are Not Empty 

Samples 

Meet the Common Support 

Hypothesis Sample 

Frequency-Weighted Re-

gression 

did 0.0723 * 0.0743 ** 0.1056 *** 

 (1.9270) (2.2002) (2.7021) 

Control variables Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 1385 3708 2299 

R-squared 0.2057 0.2042 0.1901 

In addition, considering that the pilot policy of innovative cities was implemented in 

2008 and the policy effect emerged, the policy may change the changes in relevant eco-

nomic variables in the pilot area. This paper only matches the year-by-year propensity 

scores for the sample before the policy impact (i.e., the sample from 2005 to 2007). This is 

done as follows: The control variables in Equation (1) are used as covariates for year-by-

year propensity score matching, and only those sample points within the range of public 

values in each matching year are retained. Finally, only those samples within the range of 

common values are subjected to a multi-period difference in difference test. The regres-

sion model is the same as in Equation (1), and the results in Table 6 show that the coeffi-

cients of the multi-period DID variables are significantly positive at the 1%–5% level, re-

gardless of the matching method used [70]. 
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Table 6. PSM-DID regression results for the first three years of policy implementation only. Note: 

Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the city level; *** p <0.01. 

 (1) (2) (3) 

 Radius Matching 
Nearest Neighbor 

Matching 
Nuclear Matching 

DID 0.1273 *** 0.1362 *** 0.1295 *** 

 (0.0347) (0.0370) (0.0352) 

Control variables Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 1260 1170 1230 

R-squared 0.8439 0.8414 0.8386 

5.3.3. Replacing the Explanatory Variables 

Since the explanatory variable green total factor energy efficiency in this paper still 

belongs to the category of energy efficiency, to avoid variable selection and calculation 

method bias, both the traditional single factor energy efficiency, which is calculated by 

GDP output per unit of energy consumption, and GTFEE, calculated by the Super-SBM 

model with the DEA method [29], are used to measure the explanatory variable. The 

model regression results are as follows (Table 7). Columns (3) and (4) represent the single 

factor energy efficiency, while Columns (5) and (6) represent the GTFEE calculated by the 

Super-SBM model. The result shows that the DID term is still significantly positive re-

gardless of whether control variables are added or not, indicating that the causal relation-

ship between innovative city construction and energy efficiency obtained in this paper is 

accurate, and the baseline regression results are robust. 

Table 7. Regression results for replacing the explanatory variables. Note: Standard errors in paren-

theses are clustered at the city level; *** p < 0.01. 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 lngtfee(EBM) lngdpec lngtfee(SBM) 

did 0.0645 *** 0.0596 *** 0.0745 *** 0.0716 *** 0.1691 *** 0.1394 *** 

 (0.0184) (0.0181) (0.0221) (0.0177) (0.0493) (0.0478) 

Control variables No Yes No Yes No Yes 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 4230 4230 4230 4230 4230 4230 

Within R-squared 0.8119 0.8349 0.9683 0.9800 0.6964 0.7069 

5.3.4. Adding Other Control Variables 

When exploring the effect of innovative city piloting on GTFEE, it is not possible to 

exhaust all influencing factors during the model-setting process, and the problem of miss-

ing variables may arise. Therefore, in the selection of control variables, the inclusion of 

other control variables that may affect the innovative city pilot makes the pilot, whether 

or not it becomes random, independent of the random disturbance term. In this paper, we 

consider adding control variables that reflect the education level of the city, such as the 

number of colleges and universities, the number of college students in school, and the 

share of education expenditure in GDP, as proxy variables for regression; the regression 

results are shown in Table 8. From the regression results, after adding each control varia-

ble again, the DID terms are all significantly positive at the 5% significance level, which 

can indicate that the baseline regression results are robust. 
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Table 8. Regression results by adding other control variables. Note: Standard errors in parentheses 

are clustered at the city level; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 Baseline Regression 
Number of Enrolled 

Universities 

Join the Number of 

College Students 

Add Education Ex-

penses 

did 0.0596 *** 0.0589 *** 0.0500 *** 0.0413 ** 

 (0.0181) (0.0181) (0.0187) (0.0174) 

University  0.0002 ***   

  (0.0000)   

Students   0.0018 *  

   (0.0010)  

edugdp    −3.2600 *** 

    (0.6058) 

Other control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 4230 4230 4230 4230 

R-squared 0.8349 0.8351 0.8352 0.8413 

5.3.5. Counterfactual Test 

In this study, the year of implementing the innovation city pilot policy in each city is 

uniformly advanced by 1 to 4 years for the test, and the results are shown in Table 9. As 

shown, the relative coefficients of the policies are negative and insignificant after 1–3 years 

of advancement, indicating that there is indeed no systematic difference in the trend of 

total factor energy efficiency between pilot and non-pilot cities after removing the shock 

of the innovative city pilot policies, which also ensures the robustness of the common 

trend test in the previous section. 

Table 9. Counterfactual test regression results. Note: Standard errors in parentheses are clustered 

at the city level; *** p < 0.01. 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 Baseline Regression 1 Year Ahead 2 Year Ahead 3 Year Ahead 

did 0.0596 *** 0.0671 *** 0.0628 *** 0.0638 *** 

 (0.0181) (0.0166) (0.0158) (0.0156) 

t1did  −0.0166   

  (0.0163)   

t2did   −0.0147  

   (0.0171)  

t3did    −0.0214 

    (0.0190) 

Control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 4230 4230 4230 4230 

R-squared 0.8349 0.84304 0.8427 0.8425 

5.3.6. Exclusion of Other Related Policy Interference in the Same Period 

Other related policies in the same period may also affect energy efficiency in the pilot 

areas, thus interfering with the identification of policy effects in the pilot innovative cities. 

Given this, this paper excludes policies that may also have an impact on total factor energy 

efficiency, such as the emissions trading system implemented in 2007, the low-carbon city 
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policy piloted since 2010, the smart city construction implemented in 2012, the pilot car-

bon market trading policy implemented in 2013, etc. [33–35,71,72]. Specifically, the 

dummy variables of each policy are introduced and brought into Equation (1). The regres-

sion results obtained in the model are shown in Table 10. From the regression results, 

whether the above pilot policies are added to the model alone or all pilot policies are 

added to the model, the DID term of innovative city construction is significant at a 1% 

level of significance. This result is similar to that of Cao et al. (2021) [36], which to a certain 

extent indicates that the findings of this paper are still robust after excluding the interfer-

ence of other related policies in the same period. 

Table 10. Regression results excluding other interfering policies in the same period. Note: Standard 

errors in parentheses are clustered at the city level; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 
Baseline Regres-

sion 

Emissions 

Trading Pilot 

Low Carbon 

City Pilot 

Smart City Pi-

lot 

Carbon Mar-

ket Trading Pi-

lot 

All Pilots 

did 0.0596 *** 0.0563 *** 0.0614 *** 0.0558 *** 0.0594 *** 0.0545 *** 

 (0.0181) (0.0179) (0.0183) (0.0181) (0.0182) (0.0181) 

ET  0.0403 **    0.0361 * 

  (0.0187)    (0.0186) 

LC   −0.0300   −0.0204 

   (0.0216)   (0.0237) 

SC    0.0519 **  0.0448 * 

    (0.0254)  (0.0257) 

CMT     −0.0376 −0.0234 

     (0.0269) (0.0297) 

Control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 4230 4230 4230 4230 4230 4230 

R-squared 0.8349 0.8356 0.8354 0.8356 0.8354 0.8367 

5.3.7. Difference-in-Difference-in-Differences (DDD) Method 

The above robustness tests can exclude some policy interference to a certain extent, 

but it is difficult to exhaust the impact of the differences among other cities on the model 

estimation results because the experimental group of cities in this paper includes munici-

palities directly under the central government, cities listed in the plan, sub-provincial ad-

ministrative cities, and provincial capitals, which have greater independence and policy 

specificity in political, economic and financial aspects, which may have an impact on the 

regression results of this paper. At the same time, to some extent, most of the policies 

piloted or implemented by the Chinese government are tilted toward economically devel-

oped or specific types of cities, and in view of this, this study sets some innovative pilot 

cities, such as sub-provincial cities, provincial capitals, and the top two cities in the prov-

ince in terms of economic size as a new treatment group, and constructs a triple difference 

model as in Equation (3) of the triple difference model [55,73]. The regression results are 

shown in Table 11. As shown, after excluding other factors that are difficult to observe, 

the innovative city pilot policy still significantly improves GTFEE, indicating that the pre-

vious findings are highly robust. 

1 2

3 4

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

it it it

it it

it i t it

GTFEE treatment period group treatment period

period group treatment group
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= +   + 
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Table 11. Results of DDD regression. Note: Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the city 

level; *** p < 0.01. 

 (1) (2) 

DDD 0.0917 *** 0.0927 *** 

 (0.0351) (0.0353) 

DID 0.00557 0.0008 

 (0.0306) (0.0318) 

Control variables No Yes 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes 

City fixed effects Yes Yes 

Observations 4230 4230 

R-squared 0.8130 0.8360 

5.4. Endogenous Processing 

The DID method can subtly overcome the endogeneity problem by comparing the 

experimental group with the control group, provided that the selection of innovative pilot 

cities is randomly conducted in all prefecture-level cities. In fact, the selection of innova-

tive pilot cities may be influenced by other potential factors that can interfere with or affect 

the accuracy of the DID results. Therefore, this study draws on Cai et al. (2016) [74], and 

further adopts the instrumental variable method to overcome the influence of endogenous 

factors as much as possible. 

It is a common practice in the existing literature to look for instrumental variables 

from the perspective of historical data since existing historical facts do not have an impact 

on the current green total factor energy efficiency [57]. In the process of innovation city 

piloting, the cultural characteristics of the city, represented by cultural accumulation and 

historical details, are important elements to be considered, and the growth of a city into 

an innovation city is a process of historical evolution and endogenous drivers of continu-

ous transformation and upgrading. Therefore, we use historical-city as an instrumental 

variable and multiply it with policy implementation nodes (period) to form an interaction 

term (historycity*period) [75]. First, historical capital cities have a profound historical in-

fluence on today’s urban development [76]. Innovative city pilot policies, when selected, 

will inevitably choose cities with strong representation and influence for piloting. Second, 

whether it is a historical capital city is determined by historical conditions and is not re-

lated to the control variables in the sample period of this paper, thus satisfying the rele-

vance and exclusivity of the instrumental variables. The dynasty information was ob-

tained from the Chinese Historical Chronology Summary Table (Central Government Por-

tal Yearbook of the People’s Republic of China, http://www.gov.cn/guoqing/2005-

09/13/content_2582651.htm, accessed on 6 June 2022), and the final manual collation re-

sulted in 22 ancient capital cities. The 22 cities are Beijing, Handan, Taiyuan, Datong, Yun-

cheng, Chifeng, Harbin, Nanjing, Yangzhou, Hangzhou, Fuzhou, Nanping, Kaifeng, Luo-

yang, Shangqiu, Jingzhou, Changsha, Guangzhou, Chengdu, Xi’an, Xianyang, and Yin-

chuan. 

In addition, Confucianism, as the dominant cultural school in China since the Han 

Dynasty, has had a profound impact on traditional Chinese society and even today. Con-

fucian culture advocates trust, “People cannot be established without trust” and “If peo-

ple do not have trust, they do not know what they can do”, and a cultural environment of 

integrity helps to alleviate corporate agency conflicts and provides a basis for innovation 

[77]. The Confucian culture also advocates a sense of worry, emphasizing the spirit of 

innovation, such as “pushing out new ideas”, “reforming the old and bringing in the 

new”, and “if the new is new, the new is new every day”. In the process of selecting the 

pilot cities, the innovation base of the cities must be considered, and the relevance and 

exclusivity of the instrumental variables must be satisfied. In this paper, we use the num-

ber of schools, the number of academies, and the number of Confucian temples as proxy 
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variables for Confucian culture in ancient China [56]. The original data are obtained from 

the Comprehensive Catalogue of Chinese Local Records, the Dictionary of Chinese 

Schools, the First Unified Records of the Great Ming Dynasty, the First Unified Records of 

the Great Qing Dynasty, and the manual collation of local records from the Ming and Qing 

dynasties. 

Regression is performed using two-stage least squares (2SLS) for the two instrumen-

tal variables, and the results are shown in Table 12. In the first-stage regression, the coef-

ficients of the interaction terms of the instrumental and temporal variables are significant, 

indicating that the instrumental variables satisfy the correlation condition; in the second-

stage regression, the DID term is still significant, and the direction of the effect on the 

explanatory variable GTFEE is the same as the baseline regression, indicating that the pilot 

policy of innovative cities can still significantly improve green total factor energy effi-

ciency after eliminating the endogeneity problem in the selection of cities in the experi-

mental group. This indicates that the regression results of the DID model are not caused 

by the bias of sample selection. 

Table 12. Regression results of instrumental variables. Note: Standard errors in parentheses are 

clustered at the city level; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 Ancient Capital Confucianism 

 Phase I Phase II Phase I Phase II 

historycity × period 
0.8119 *** 

(0.0269) 
   

confucian × period   
0.3180 *** 

(0.0079) 
 

did  
0.0878 *** 

(0.0452) 
 

0.0458 ** 

(0.0196) 

Control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 4230 4230 4230 4230 

R-squared 0.7002 0.8345 0.9261 0.8348 

6. Discussion 

6.1. Channels Analysis 

The results of the baseline regression and robustness tests verify that the research 

Hypothesis 1 that innovative city pilot policies promote urban GTFEE growth holds. Next, 

we still need to further explore and test the impact of innovative city pilot policies on 

urban GTFEE. In this paper, we argue that innovative city pilot policies promote urban 

GTFP growth through three channels: industrial structure transformation, green technol-

ogy innovation and resource misallocation improvement. So, we use the DID variables of 

NICPP to conduct regression verification on the mediating variables corresponding to 

each channel, and the model is set as Equation (4). 

𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼2𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝜑𝑖 + 𝜇𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑡 (4) 

where 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡  is the channel variable and the rest of the variables have the same 

meaning as in Equation (1). If the DID term variable 𝛼1 is significant and the channel 

variable is theoretically and intuitively correlated with the explanatory variables, it indi-

cates that the influence channel exists [78,79]. 

6.1.1. Industrial Structure Transformation 
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This section uses the ratio of the value added of the tertiary sector to the secondary 

sector as a proxy variable for industrial structural transformation for testing. The regres-

sion results are shown in Table 13, Column (1). The results show that the implementation 

of the NICPP significantly increases the ratio of the value added of the tertiary industry 

to the value added of the secondary industry, i.e., the innovative pilot policy significantly 

promotes the transformation of the industrial structure from the secondary industry to 

the tertiary industry. At the same time, a large number of studies have shown that the 

transformation and optimization of industrial structure will significantly improve GTFEE, 

promote the optimization of the energy structure, and enhance output cleanliness [36]. 

Therefore, the industrial structure transformation channel is established. 

Table 13. Test results of influence channels. Note: Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at 

the city level; *** p < 0.01. 

 (1) (2) (3) 

 Industry Green Innovation Misallocation 

DID 0.1079 *** 0.8195 *** −0.3359 *** 

 0.0290 (0.0978) (0.1085) 

Control variables Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 4230 4230 2338 

R-squared 0.8630 0.7977 0.7206 

6.1.2. Green Technology Innovation 

This section uses the total number of green invention patents granted to Chinese A-

share listed companies in urban jurisdictions from 2005 to 2019 as the moderating variable 

for industrial structure transformation, and the listed companies’ patent data are obtained 

from the State Intellectual Property Office of China. The regression results are shown in 

Table 13, Column (2). The DID regression coefficient is significantly positive, indicating 

that the pilot policy of innovative cities significantly boosts the total number of green in-

vention patents. Meanwhile, the transition to green technologies is considered one of the 

key solutions to address climate change and energy intensity [43], making green technol-

ogy a key determinant of energy efficiency. A large body of literature empirically demon-

strates that green technology enhancements can improve energy efficiency [80]. Therefore, 

the green technology innovation channel is validated. 

6.1.3. Resource Allocation Improvement 

The degree of resource mismatch can reflect the efficiency of urban resource allocation. 

The existing literature generally uses the degree of dispersion of firm efficiency to measure 

the degree of resource mismatch [22,81], which is calculated by Equation (5). 

𝑀𝐴 = 𝜎𝑇𝐹𝑃 (5) 

where MA represents the degree of resource mismatch, and 𝜎𝑇𝐹𝑃 represents the deviation 

of total factor productivity of enterprises, where a larger value represents a higher degree 

of resource mismatch. In existing studies, the database of Chinese industrial enterprises 

and Chinese A-share listed companies are commonly used as the sample of micro-enter-

prises. In this paper, the standard deviation of total factor productivity of enterprises is 

measured as a proxy variable for the degree of resource mismatch at the city level by using 

the data of Chinese A-share listed companies matched with their cities. The study sample 

interval of this paper is 2004–2019, while the database of Chinese industrial enterprises is 

only updated to 2014, and limited to data availability. The total factor productivity devi-

ation of Chinese A-share listed companies is chosen to measure the degree of resource 

mismatch at the city level. The regression results are shown in Table 13, Column (3), which 
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shows that the DID term is significantly negative, i.e., innovative city construction signif-

icantly suppresses resource mismatch. Meanwhile, a large number of studies prove that 

resource mismatch reduces economic growth and welfare, thus exacerbating environmen-

tal pollution and reducing GTFEE [46,82,83]. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 is proven: innova-

tive city pilot policies will enhance GTFEE by reducing the degree of resource mismatch 

in cities. 

6.2. Heterogeneity Analysis 

The Working Guidelines for Building Innovative Cities state that each city should 

highlight the basic advantages and characteristics of the city according to its basic condi-

tions, such as resource endowment, industrial characteristics, location advantages, and 

development level. Therefore, this section explores whether the pilot policies of innova-

tive cities have heterogeneous inter-city effects on GTFEE in terms of the scientific and 

educational resources, city industrial base, and industrial agglomeration level. Drawing 

on the method of Beck et al. (2010) [52], this paper conducts the heterogeneity test by in-

troducing moderating variables, and the formula is expressed as follows: 

𝑙𝑛𝐺𝑇𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋𝑖𝑡
+ 𝜑𝑖 + 𝜇𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑡 

(6) 

where 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡  is the moderating variable that distinguishes the heterogeneous char-

acteristics of cities, and the rest of the variables are the same as in Equation (1). The rest of 

the variables have the same meaning. In the heterogeneity analysis, the focus is on the 

coefficient of the interaction term, i.e., the coefficient of the 𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡 ×𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡 term, and 

the three heterogeneity cases are analyzed separately. 

6.2.1. Heterogeneity of Science and Education Resources 

Innovative cities inevitably have heterogeneous policy effects on GTFEE in cities with 

different science education capabilities. Higher education institutions play a key role in 

urban innovation and are an important link between scientific research and enterprise 

production in cities. Based on this, this paper selects the number of city-owned colleges 

and universities as a proxy variable for urban science education resources, multiplies the 

dummy variable of science education resources quality with the pilot policy dummy var-

iable, and substitutes it into the equation for regression. The regression results are shown 

in Table 14, Column (1). The regression results show that the pilot innovative cities can 

promote the GTFEE of science and education resource-rich cities to a greater extent than 

those cities with a smaller number of universities. Columns (2)–(4) show robustness tests 

using the number of cities with “double first-class” universities, the number of university 

students, and the number of scientific and technical service personnel, respectively. (The 

Chinese government approved the implementation of the Double First Class University 

Plan (“Double First Class”) for the construction of world-class universities and first-class 

disciplines in January 2017, and released the lists of the first and second rounds of con-

struction universities in September 2017 and February 2022, respectively. Whether it is 

selected as “Double First Class” has become an important criterion to measure the quality 

of science and education development of universities, and also an important criterion to 

represent the strength of science and education of cities.), 
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6.2.2. Industrial Foundation Heterogeneity 

China laid out and built many industrial bases during the “First Five-Year Plan”, 

“Second Five-Year Plan”, and “Third Line” construction periods, and these cities have 

more developed industrial bases, which have different industrial bases from other cities 

for the upgrading and development of GTFEE. Therefore, the dummy variable of whether 

the city is an old industrial base is introduced, i.e., the old industrial base is recorded as 1 

and the non-old industrial base is recorded as 0. The results are shown in Table 14, Col-

umn (5). For non-old industrial bases that are mostly emerging cities, they are more influ-

enced by policies. The possible reason is that most of the non-old industrial bases are more 

market-oriented cities with more developed economies, which have more demands on 

environmental quality and are more motivated to participate in the pilot policy of inno-

vative cities, which eventually results in higher green total factor energy efficiency im-

provement effects. 

Table 14. Regression results of heterogeneity of scientific and educational resources and industrial 

base. Note: Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the city level; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05. 

 Science and Education Resources Industrial Base 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 

Number of Col-

leges and Uni-

versities 0–1 

Whether There are 

“Double First-Class” 

Universities 0–1 

Number of 

College Stu-

dents 0–1 

Number of Sci-

entific Re-

searchers 0–1 

Whether It Is an 

Old Industrial 

Base 0–1 

DID −0.0164 0.0187 −0.0122 −0.0368 0.0828 

 (0.0359) (0.0249) (0.0379) (0.0339) (0.0196) 

DID × Moderator 0.0847 ** 0.0825 *** 0.0805 ** 0.1011 *** −0.0601 ** 

 (0.0350) (0.0308) (0.0383) (0.0357) (0.0344) 

Control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 4230 4230 4230 4230 4230 

R-squared 0.8354 0.8359 0.8354 0.8355 0.8354 

6.2.3. Industrial Agglomeration Heterogeneity 

The methods to measure industrial agglomeration include the Hoover index, indus-

try division of labor index, Ellison–Glaser index, etc. [84]. We choose the Herfindahl index 

(HHI) as a measure of industrial agglomeration [84,85], and its expression is as in Equa-

tion (7). 

𝐻𝐻𝐼𝑖𝑡 = ∑(
𝑋𝑘𝑖𝑡
𝑋𝑘𝑡

)2
𝑛

𝑖=1

 (7) 

where 𝑋𝑘𝑡 represents the total industrial output of industry k in year t, 𝑋𝑘𝑖𝑡  represents 

the total industrial output of industry k in city i in year t, and the ratio of the two repre-

sents the market share of industry k in city i in year t. If the total output of all industries 

is equally distributed across all cities, then 𝐻𝐻𝐼𝑖𝑡  is equal across all cities and tends to 

zero. To accurately characterize the degree of industrial agglomeration in each city, the 

data on Chinese industrial enterprises from 2005 to 2007 are processed and summed at 

the city level in this paper. The sample scope of this database is all state-owned industrial 

enterprises and non-state-owned industrial enterprises above 5 million in size. As the sub-

ject of microeconomic activities, the use of enterprise-level data can better reflect the de-

gree of industrial agglomeration in the region. Since the pilot innovative cities in this sam-

ple were first established in 2008, the HHI index for 2007 is chosen as a proxy for the initial 

industrial agglomeration level; the 50% quantile level of the HHI index is used to distin-

guish between high and low industrial agglomeration; and the values of 1 and 0 are 
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assigned to Equation (6). The regression results are shown in Table 15, Column (1). The 

regression results indicate that the coefficient of the interaction term is significantly posi-

tive at the 5% significance level, indicating that cities with high initial industrial agglom-

eration significantly increase the promotion effect of NICPP on GTFEE, i.e., industrial ag-

glomeration moderates the promotion effect of innovative city pilot policy on GTFEE. 

Meanwhile, in order to increase the robustness of the conclusion, this paper considers us-

ing the HHI index in 2006, the HHI index in 2005, and the average HHI index from 2005–

2007 for further testing. The regression results are shown in Table 15; Columns (2)–(4) 

show that the heterogeneous effect of initial industrial agglomeration on the pilot policy 

of innovative cities on GTFEE enhancement holds. Hypothesis 3 holds. 

Table 15. Regression results of industrial agglomeration heterogeneity. Note: Standard errors in 

parentheses are clustered at the city level; ** p < 0.05. 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 
2007 Industry Aggre-

gation 

2006 Industry Aggre-

gation 

2005 Industry Aggre-

gation 

2005–2007 Industry 

Aggregation 

did −0.0141 0.0032 0.0033 0.0039 

 (0.0312) (0.0341) (0.0265) (0.0274) 

did × Moderator 0.0864 ** 0.0726 ** 0.0705 ** 0.0690 ** 

 (0.0343) (0.0329) (0.0309) (0.0315) 

Control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

City fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 4230 4230 4230 4230 

R-squared 0.8354 0.8353 0.8354 0.8353 

7. Conclusions and Policy Implications 

7.1. Key Findings 

This paper constructs city-level green total factor energy efficiency (GTFEE) indica-

tors using the Super-EBM-DEA method combined with the global Malmquist–Luen-

burger index using panel data for 282 cities in China from 2004 to 2019, and regards the 

“national innovative city pilot policy (NICPP)” as a quasi-natural experiment. The impact 

of this policy on GTFEE and its channels of action are assessed using a multi-period DID 

method. The findings of this paper mainly include the following aspects. 

First, the results of the benchmark regressions suggest that cities’ GTFEE increases 

by about 5.96% on average after becoming pilot cities, and the NICPP policy has promoted 

the improvement of urban GTFEE. A series of robustness tests and instrumental variable 

method also support the above conclusion. Second, the impact channel test shows that the 

NICPP improves the GTFEE through three channels: industrial structure transformation, 

green technology innovation and market relationship improvement. Third, the heteroge-

neity analysis shows that the positive effect of NICPP on GTFEE is heterogeneous in three 

aspects: scientific and educational resources, industrial base, and initial industrial ag-

glomeration degree of each city. Among them, the NICPP can promote cities’ GTFEE with 

relatively rich scientific and educational resources and non-old industrial bases to a 

greater extent, and the cities with high initial industrial agglomeration have a more sig-

nificant effect on the GTFEE of the pilot innovative cities. In conclusion, this study adds 

to the existing empirical studies on the causal relationship between innovation and energy 

efficiency, and it proposes several unique ideas for channel and heterogeneity testing. 
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7.2. Policy Implications 

First, insist on implementing and improving innovative city construction, and differ-

ent types of cities need to differentiate their governance. Technological innovation is one 

of the main ways to improve GTFEE and realize green energy utilization. Cities need to 

further stimulate green and low-carbon oriented innovation practices and promote the 

coordinated implementation of pilot policies of innovative cities with an emission trading 

pilot policy, low-carbon city pilot policy and smart city pilot policy to realize green opti-

mization and transformation of energy structure. In addition, cities with different scien-

tific and educational resources, industrial bases and industrial agglomeration levels need 

to propose differentiated innovation policies according to their own developmental stages 

and make full use of institutional dividends to achieve the optimal solution for energy 

efficiency improvement and economic growth. Cities should provide clean and more ef-

ficient energy in all countries by implementing innovative urban policies, expanding in-

frastructure and upgrading technology, which will encourage growth and help protect 

the environment to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030. 

Second, increase support for enterprise technology research and development, espe-

cially green technology innovation, and encourage enterprises to improve energy utiliza-

tion efficiency and reduce pollution emissions through technological innovation. Through 

the pilot policy of innovative cities, we will promote the optimal allocation and resource 

sharing of research forces from industry–academia–research, and stimulate the innova-

tion energy of enterprises and talents. At the same time, each industry can take advantage 

of various innovation policies to promote multi-energy coordination and comprehensive 

echelon utilization in the energy consumption field through electric energy substitution 

and electrification transformation to achieve energy saving, emission reduction and en-

ergy efficiency improvement. The government should build a market-oriented green tech-

nology innovation system, continue to carry out green technology innovation and re-

search actions, and carry out green energy efficiency improvement actions in key indus-

tries and key products. This is also in accordance with the SDG development goals, which 

ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns (Goal 12), support cities to 

strengthen scientific and technological capacity and adopt more sustainable production 

and consumption patterns. 

Third, governments should continue to support the market’s dominant role in re-

source allocation and the marketization process. In order to increase GTFEE, marketiza-

tion to a high degree can be used as a creative city pilot strategy. Therefore, we must work 

to reform the market as well as the government, deepen the reform of the energy sector, 

use the market as a mechanism for incentive and constraint, and further the reform of 

linked sectors. Both state and local governments should rationalize inefficient fossil fuel 

subsidies that encourage wasteful use and minimize market distortions, such as restruc-

turing taxes and phasing out damaging subsidies to reflect their environmental effect, 

which corresponds with Goal 12 of ensuring sustainable consumption and production 

patterns in SDGs. Moreover, governments need to improve the market environment, has-

ten the development of a stable, open, competitive, and orderly electricity, coal, oil, and 

natural gas market, and work to establish a pattern of organic unity, complementarity, 

and cooperation between the market and the government. Reduce barriers to entry into 

the energy market, maximize the distribution of energy resources based on the market, 

and create a national, unified energy market that focuses on the aim of SDGs by 2030. 

The greening of energy efficiency is a crucial step in resolving climate issues and 

promoting economic growth. As the world’s largest carbon emission and energy con-

sumption country, China plays an important role in global energy and environmental 

governance and also faces the dual challenges of high total demand and high proportion 

of fossil energy. China should take a major responsibility to reduce emissions and increase 

efficiency under severe resource and carbon emission constraints. The Chinese govern-

ment has recently improved urban GTFEE through its unique program of innovative cit-

ies, setting an example for the majority of developing nations to follow. To attain the 
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ultimate aim of energy-saving, emission-reduction, and high-quality economic develop-

ment, central and local governments, as the primary leaders and decision makers, should 

concentrate on the long term and encourage businesses to increase their energy efficiency 

through well-planned incentive systems. 

8. Future Research Proposals 

Although this paper investigates how innovation-driven policies affect the green to-

tal factor energy efficiency and explores the channels and heterogeneity of their effects at 

city level, it also has several limitations. First, it would be interesting to examine whether 

NICPP implementation improves GTFEE at the individual, household, industry or firm 

level. Second, whether NICPP would generate technology spillovers and whether it 

would have a positive impact on energy efficiency are also topics worthy of future re-

search. Third, because of the availability of data, we could only explore the average treat-

ment effect of NICPP, though not all measures will promote energy efficiency. Therefore, 

in future research, we will more specifically refine the policy measures for NICPP, explore 

which measures have the greatest promotional effect, and figure out the importance of 

each transmission channel in relation to the typology and specificities of the cities. 
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